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Inherent in human nature is a universal need to be healthy and fit.
function, family obligations, financial hardship, mental stress, major
depression, addictions and even more. In her all-encompassing guidebook,
Nadia Yacoub Cavallini shares an educational roadmap—” Eat correct and
enjoy exercise to achieve the best outcomes • the greater bulk don’t do
anything about it. Cavallini dissects diet plan myths, examines wellness
education reform, and encourages you to proactively manage your health,
ultimately creating a well balanced, happier lifestyle. People
everywhere want to talk it up, professing they want to lose weight and
get “in shape. Renew your inner-spirit and romantic relationship with
God • High pressures of life get in the way; The Proactive Health Answer
is a comprehensive, practical source that empowers you to: • Established
priorities to enrich the standard of your life style • Create a
foundation of healthful habits for yourself and your family • Maintain
inspiration to reach your workout goals • That noises impressive aside
from one problem; Develop a healthy self-picture and emotional
intelligence •five building blocks and fundamental principles that teach
all of us how to honor the body, nurture well-getting, and embrace
healthy habits. Discover your optimal wellness—in mind, body and spirit
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Thanks for the great service also Interesting concept; using it as group
book golf club. Thanks for the great service also. Personally i think as
thought the writer of this publication understands me and what must be
done to transform me to end up being the best I can be. The Proactive
Wellness Solution started me down a way to a better life. When I first
got this book I wanted another plan or special diet to follow.. But this
book was not that book.! It showed me how reactive the majority of us
are instead of become PROactive about our health. This book is a game
changer. Personally, after struggling with depressive disorder; It has
many examples and photos of real-life stories including that of my very
own on web pages 278 and 279. Not following some diet and counting on
only what we put in my mouth area to lose excess weight and discover
medical and healthful body I by no means imagined I'd have! This book
will help you. I would suggest this publication to everyone who
truthfully and seriously wants to control their health and really see
and experience what good health is really. and had to write a review
since it is awesome! This holistic approach focuses on "fixing the
brokenness within" to develop and maintain a wholesome lifestyle. The
publication is easy to read since it eloquently interconnects all areas
of wellness into an inspirational "one-stop-shopping" agenda to help you
accomplish your goals. I came across the key was to change just how I
thought! So full of information and thoughtful details. I could attest
to the effectiveness of the "PHS roadmap" as I've benefited greatly from
this model, Nadia's sage guidance and training for over 8 years. This
book is incredible, thank you Nadia!! The Proactive Wellness Solution
helped me to begin to see my health differently." Uncover the Missing
Links to Achieving Real Health I actually am a Health Trainer and used
this book with my training group. There are phrases of wisdom to greatly
help reconnect you to a proactive mindset -- and it really encourages
you to take that first rung on the ladder toward honoring yourself as
well as your health. As we studied the reserve, I realized that so often
we just jump right to the fourth principles of nutrition and workout. We
fail to achieve optimal health because we don't perform the first three
blocks that provide the foundation for success. This is a fantastic book
and has inspired me as well as others .. The Proactive Health Solution
provides missing links to attaining optimal health as described by the
Globe Health Organization in the reserve: “a state of total physical,
mental and interpersonal well-being and not merely the lack of disease
or infirmity... So many positive and helpful wellness tips, that I've
gained a fresh perspective on how to condition my body along with my
mind. This is a very easy read and lays out a program for overcoming
health, weight , emotional and spiritual issues. Proactive Health
Solutions has the capability to transform negative into positive
considering with correct exercises to healthful food habits, not to
mention a spiritual awakening. It is well-written, inspirational, well-
researched, nicely organized in its demonstration and packed with wise



guidance for your brain, soul and body. Want to modification your life?
Everyone should read this book to observe how the body and spirit can
work collectively for an great result. Create a Proactive Mindset with
this Outstanding Book. A rare gem indeed! This book is OUTSTANDING. Many
thanks for piecing together such a well thought out and various
information to encourage my once stagnant degree of self care and
awareness. Nadia encourages readers to end up being proactive in seeking
health solutions, and present excellent support for those who are
seeking to become healthier now, and as we get on with life. It is an
excellent source that provides a detailed roadmap to help achieve real
health. I hope there is a sequel to this wonderful book. Well done!
Multi-faceted method of gaining control you will ever have and health!
That is a fantastic book and has influenced me as well as others I know
which have browse this it. No diet fads needed, just a desire to raised
one's existence. Nadia provides cases and plenty of meals for thought as
motivation to look inside yourself to realize a healthier tomorrow. .”
This book will help you on your own journey to achieving lasting health
insurance and finding well-being in every areas of your daily life
including spiritual and psychological health.. Inspiring Holistic
Roadmap to Total Health The Proactive Health Answer offers a
distinctive, multifaceted roadmap to improving one's mental, physical,
and spiritual health insurance and well-being. Life changing I didn't
buy this on Amazon but I acquired it in a store and had to write a
review since it rocks !! Life changing!!! Proactive Wellness Solution Is
excellent book. My recommendation everyone should read this publication
.. I figured I'd keep looking and keep attempting different diets to
lose excess weight. Proactive Health Solution Is fantastic book.My
recommendation everyone should read this book it’s amazing there’s a
Lots great information A Must Read This is a must read if you are
searching for a book that covers everything: nutrition, exercise and
spiritual well being. The Proactive Health Remedy is an excellent
resource to begin with making healthy choices The Proactive Health
Remedy is a superb resource to begin with making healthy choices. I
would specifically recommend it for those who have given up on their
health either due to illness or unmanageable excess weight gain. The
publication shows how a healthy value system is used to support and
affirm the exercise lifestyle, with great suggestions, and positive
affirmations!
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